THE BEST SOLUTION FOR PLASTIC REPAIR!

- Fix, Fill and Finish repairs with just 1 product
- Works great on flexible and rigid plastic parts
- Eliminates two steps from the repair process
  - Substrate identification
  - Adhesion promoter application

Contact your local Evercoat sales rep about MAXIM 898 and the rest of the MAXIM Adhesives and Sealants today!

evercoat.com
DESCRIPTION:

Incredible strength and sandability. This fast setting epoxy simplifies the plastic repair process by eliminating substrate identification and adhesion promoter. Multi-Fix is ideal for fixing tears, nicks and gouges in plastic parts and other quick fix applications.

APPROVED SUBSTRATES:

- Fiberglass
- TPO
- RRIM
- Other Automotive Plastics
- SMC
- PUR
- PP

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

- Work time: 4 - 6 minutes
- Sand Time: 15 - 20 minutes
- Paint Time: 30 minutes
- Full Cure: 4 – 6 hours
- Appearance: Dark Gray Paste
- VOC: 0.006 lbs/gal (.75 g/L)
- Weight per Gallon: 9.0 lbs/gal (1.078 kg/L)

SAFETY & HANDLING:

Read all directions and warnings prior to using Evercoat products. Material Safety Data Sheets can be found online at www.evercoat.com. Keep cartridge closed and store in a cool dry place away from spark, flame or fire.